<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection / Museum</th>
<th>Textile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Collection / Museum:**  
Belgium, Antwerp, Katoen Natie | **Name of Textile:**  
Falcon mummy |
| **Number of Inventory:**  
2587 | **Material:**  
linen |
| **Entry into Collection:** | **Technique:**  
Rope |
| | **Associated Culture:**  
Late Roman/Egypt |
| | **Parallels:** |
| | **Comments:**  
Dating was carried out on the linen bandage. Dimensions l.49 cm |
| | **References:**  

**Picture(s)**

![Image of Falcon mummy](http://www.textile-dates.uni-bonn.de/)

**Credits:**  
(c) Katoen Natie Museum

**Sample(s)**

| Lab Code:  
RICH-20492 | 14C-Date yBP:  
2237 |
|-------------|-----------------|
| Deviation:  
±30 | Calendar-Date, 1σ (68.2%)  
296 BCE (47.8%) 228 BCE |
| | 376 BCE (15.8%) 352 BCE |
### Date(s)

324 BCE (71.8%) 204 BCE  
388 BCE (23.6%) 342 BCE  
220 BCE (4.6%) 212 BCE  

**Year Submitted:** 2013

### Findspot

**Country:**
North Africa/ Egypt

**Location / Town:**

**Site:**

**Context / Layer / Unit:**

**Coordinates:**